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CONTENT

“PEDIA PALS, TAKING THE SCARE OUT OF 
HEALTHCARE.”

Our History
Pedia Pals has been manufacturing children’s 
medical equipment since 1991. Our mission is 
to transform the healthcare environment into a 
space that naturally calms children and allows 
providers to focus on delivering the highest 
quality healthcare experience.

Instruments 
Stethoscope Covers - ID Tags - Value Kits -
Reflex Hammers - Retractimals - Measuring 
Tapes - Nasal Syringe - Catheter Wraps
Otoscope Attachment.

Waiting Room - Stools
Pedia Pals’  new line of stools offers an engaging  
and calming environment from the moment your 
patient arrives. 

Zoo Pals Exam Tables
Our animal themed exam tables are familiar to 
children and have a calming effect.  Our custom-
ized pediatric medical equipment is tailored to 
making a visit to the doctor’s office a more en-
gaging, less stressful  experience.

Environment Packs 
Pedia Pals’ environment packages are every-
thing you need for a new or existing exam room.  
With wall decals, a clinic care starter pack and 
our famous Zoo Pals exam table you are sure to 
impress new patients, parents and even staff.

Contact Us
230 Grider Street 
Buffalo, New York 14215
+ 1-888-733-4272
service@pediapals.com
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OUR HISTORY

A Woman-Owned Small Business

 Our mission is to transform the healthcare environment into a space that 
naturally calms children and allows providers to focus on providing the 
highest quality healthcare experience. Pedia Pals was launched by Wen-
dy and Ed Powell in August 1991. In the year 2000, the pediatric medical 
supply company acquired Zoo Pals, which manufactured and marketed 
pediatric exam tables in the shape of animals. 

In March of 2009, the company was passed on to second generation family 
owners, Amanda and Jon Powell, who were both Air Force Academy grad-
uates. Using their education, Amanda with an Environmental Engineering 
degree and Jon with a Mechanical Engineering degree were poised to con-
tinue developing the company’s innovative line of pediatric products. 

In September 2018, the company moved its headquarters from Minneap-
olis, MN to Buffalo, NY. This allowed Pedia Pals  to expand into a larger ca-
pacity manufacturing facility. Pedia Pals currently shares space and works 
with Harding Manufacturing with over 300,000 sf of office, manufacturing 
and warehousing space.

The idea behind Pedia Pals’ child friendly pediatric exam table began with 
Ann Kochsiek, founder of ZooPals. Her son was diagnosed with leukemia 
at the age of 4. Having visited multiple doctor’s offices and hospitals for 
her son’s treatment, Ann discovered that the environments in these spac-
es were often sources of discomfort for her child and other children alike; 
her son and those like him agreed that certain provider’s spaces were 
“cold, scary, and very unfriendly.” Inspired to make provider’s offices and 
hospitals a more hospitable place for children, Ann designed and patented 
several animal-shaped exam tables that have become favorites in pediat-
ric offices all around the world. 

Today, Ann’s son is a healthy college graduate and Pedia Pals has grown 
with him. More than ever Pedia Pals is focused on helping children feel 
safe and secure when visiting their pediatrician. We strive to recreate the 
warmth and safety a child feels when they are at home with their toys.

Zoo Pals®, is a registered trademark
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WHY PEDIA PALS?
A visit to the doctor’s office should be a comfortable and 
engaging experience for children. If a patient is calm, then 
a physician can more quickly and effectively examine, di-
agnose, and treat them. In order to address child patient’s 
anxiety, Pedia Pals manufactures pediatric exam tables and 
other pediatric accessories in the shape of zoo animals. Ani-
mals are familiar to children and create a calming atmosphere, 
making for a great experience in an often unfamiliar and some-
times frightening setting. 

Although child-friendly, our pediatric exam tables are extreme-
ly sophisticated devices. Our instruments and accessories are 
used internationally in children’s hospitals. 

No matter the need, Pedia Pals is there for you, your patients, 
and their families— to better help you to help them maintain 
a healthy lifestyle.

For more information: visit www.pediapals.com
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WORLDWIDE SALES NETWORK
Pedia Pals has spent the past decade building an inter-
national supply chain of distributors, manufacturers, 
and suppliers. Pedia Pals is focused on expansion and 
always looking for new ways to revolutionize pediatrics 
and healthcare. 

Pedia Pals’ international network of suppliers has 
allowed us to offer a wide variety of custom and in-
novative medical devices and accessories for health-
care providers.
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INSTRUMENTS
Pedia Pals medical instruments offer the best in custom 
design and use. Whether you are looking for an effective 
reflex hammer, blood pressure kit, nasal syringe, stetho-
scope, otoscope, or ophthalmoscope, Pedia Pals has what 
you need and more. Our pediatric medical instruments 
are useful accessories that compliment any physician or 
healthcare provider’s office. Our stethoscope covers are 
certified, washable, and safe for children of all ages. Chil-
dren find our animal shaped stethoscope covers fun and 
inviting. 
 
With bright colors integrated into our designs that are in 
the shape of cows, mice, tigers, lions, elephants, monkeys, 
and dinosaurs, you are sure to capture your patient’s imag-
ination and attention. Our Blood Pressure Kits are so effec-
tive in calming patients that they are frequently purchased 
for entire pediatric floors in many children’s hospitals.
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Our “Elly” Elephant Nasal Syringe comes in both pink and blue 
elephant molds and is easy to use making it perfect for any 
new parent. 

Our otoscope comes with “Elly” the Elephant attachment and 
tips, but you can also simply buy attachments to add to your 
otoscope. During a checkup, “Elly” can whisper in your child’s 
ear, making the ear exam much easier. We make every effort 
to make a child’s exam more comfortable, making it that much 
easier for pediatricians to do their job. 

The Manuel Mouse ophthalmoscope attachment can be used 
by having a child keep their eye on “Manuel.” With his big pur-
ple ears and bright eyes, this accessory makes an eye exam 
much easier to perform.

INSTRUMENTS
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EXAM TABLES
ZOOPALS
Pedia Pals Pediatric exam tables are the #1 best-selling 
pediatric exam tables world-wide. Our Zoo Pals exam 
tables are customized and designed in the shape of an-
imals to create a familiar and comfortable environment 
in a healthcare provider’s office. 

Children love animals and this creates a sense of calm 
and ease them. This allows for pediatricians and nurses 
to assess children and consult with their parents during 
an exam more easily and accurately.
 
Pediatricians, healthcare providers, and parents alike 
have found that our ZooPals pediatric exam table is 
much more than a piece of equipment. It can make all 
the difference during an exam. Our customers have de-
scribed our examination tables as engaging to the imag-
ination and say that they add great comfort, familiarity, 
and fun to an office visit. 

ZooPals exam tables are a great investment for your 
pediatric office or healthcare clinic(s). At Pedia Pals, we 
want children to look forward to visiting the doctor’s 
office.
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Flush mounted
lift control mechanisms on
both sides of the table.

Comfortable, formed 4” thick
cushion in easy-to-clean gray
naugahyde.

All exam tables available in custom colors. 
Additional charges apply.

Extension pad for taller patients
extends 17” for legs.
Built-in no-slip safety step.

Two large drawers keep everything 
in place. One-key access keeps 
little hands out. Optional Infant 
Scale fits in top drawer.

Deep, inset base provides 
excellent foot clearance.
Durable, scratch resistant 
fiberglass construction 
with rounded edges for 
safety.
Weight limit 400 lbs.

Lock system for security

DINOSAUR

Dinosaur Exam Table

Available colours

Pedia Pals’ ZooPals Exam Tables are high quality and 
field-tested exam tables that allow pediatric patients 
to feel comfortable in the doctor’s office. ZooPals 
exam tables were created to allow doctors to perform 
an exam in a more familiar, comfortable, and engaging 
environment – reducing patient anxiety. 

The Dinosaur ZooPals exam table is a great addition to 
a new or existing pediatric office seeking to be more 
patient and healing oriented. Pedia Pals also offers a 
decal kit that will turn any existing doctor’s office into 
the corresponding theme creating a positive environ-
ment that children will thrive in.

Colour 1
Colour 2

PART Number : 4300DT 

• Stock Color: Teal
• Cushion: Dove Gray
• 81” L x 32” W x 58” H
• 33” from floor to top of pad 
• Top: 55” L x 26” W x 4” H
• Foot Extension: 17” L x 15” W
• Weight: 150 lbs
• Weight Capacity: 400lbs
• Head faces right
• Patented design 
• Limited lifetime warranty
 • Shipping Weight: 375 lbs
 • Shipping Dimensions in crate: 97” x 45” x 68”

Custom colors available, please contact us. 
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LION

PART Number : 4200DT

• Stock Color: Blue
• Cushion: Dove Gray
• 71” L x 35” W x 36” H 
• 33” from floor to top of pad 
• Top: 55” L x 26” W x 4” H
• Foot Extension: 17” L x 15” W
• Weight: 150 lbs
• Weight Capacity: 400lbs
• Head faces left
• Patented design 
• Limited lifetime warranty
• Shipping Weight: 350 lbs
• Shipping Dimensions in crate: 82” x 45” x 46”

PART Number : 4500DT

• Stock Color: Caramel
• Cushion: Dove Gray
• 72” L x 35” W x 37” H
• 33” from floor to top of pad
• Top: 55” L x 26” W x 4” H
• Foot Extension: 17” L x 15” W
• Weight: 150 lbs
• Weight Capacity: 400lbs
• Head faces left
• Patented design
• Limited lifetime warranty
• Shipping Weight: 350 lbs
• Shipping Dimensions in crate: 82” x 45” x 46”

Lion Exam TableHippo  Exam Table

HIPPO
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Puppy Exam TableTurtle Exam Table
PART Number : 4900

• Stock Color: Sea Green
• Cushion: Dove Gray
• 53” L x 26” W x 33” H 
• 33” from floor to top of pad 
• Top: 55” L x 26” W x 4” H
• Foot Extension: 17” L x 15” W
• Weight: 100 lbs
• Weight Capacity: 400lbs
• Patented design 
• Limited lifetime warranty
• Shipping Weight: 250 lbs
• Shipping crate dimensions: 61” x 37” x 46”

PART Number : 4700

• Stock Color: Caramel
• Cushion: Dove Gray
• 53” L x 26” W x 33” H 
• 34” from floor to top of pad 
• Top: 53” L x 26” W x 4” H
• Foot Extension: 17” L x 15” W
• Weight: 100 lbs
• Weight Capacity: 400lbs
• Patented design 
• Limited lifetime warranty
• Shipping Weight: 250 lbs
• Shipping crate dimensions: 61” x 37” x 46”

PUPPYTURTLE
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Bear Exam Table

PART Number : 4600DT

• Stock Color: White
• Cushion: Dove Gray
• 72” L x 35” W x 37” H
• 33” from floor to top of pad 
• Top: 55” L x 26” W x 4” H
• Foot Extension: 17” L x 15” W
• Weight: 150 lbs
• Weight Capacity: 400lbs
• Head faces left
• Patented design 
• Limited lifetime warranty
• Shipping Weight: 350 lbs
• Shipping Dimensions in crate: 82” x 45” x 46”

BEAR

CAMEL

Camel Exam Table
PART Number : 7300DT

• Stock Color: Caramel
• Cushion: Dove Gray
• 72” L x 35” W x 45” H
• 33” from floor to top of pad 
• Top: 55” L x 26” W x 4” H
• Foot Extension; 17” L x 15” W
• Weight: 150 lbs
• Weight Capacity: 400lbs
• Head faces left
• Patented design 
• Limited lifetime warranty
• Shipping Weight: 350 lbs
• Shipping Dimensions in crate:  82” x 45” x 46”
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Elephant Exam Table

Rhino Exam Table

PART Number : 4400DT

• Stock Color: Blush
• Cushion: Dove Gray
• 69” L x 34” W x 37” H
• 33” from floor to top of pad 
• Top: 55” L x 26” W x 4” H
• Foot Extension: 17” L x 15” W
• Weight: 150 lbs
• Weight Capacity: 400lbs
• Head faces left
• Patented design 
• Limited lifetime warranty
• Shipping Weight: 350 lbs
• Shipping Dimensions in crate: 82” x 45” x 46”

PART Number : 7200DT

• Stock Color: Gray
• Cushion: Dove Gray
• 72” L x 35” W x 45” H
• 33” from floor to top of pad 
• Top: 55” L x 26” W x 4” H
• Foot Extension: 17” L x 15” W
• Weight: 150 lbs
• Weight Capacity: 400lbs
• Head faces left
• Patented design 
• Limited lifetime warranty
• Shipping Weight: 350 lbs
• Shipping Dimensions in crate: 82” x 45” x 46”

RHINO

ELEPHANT
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GECKO Gecko Exam Table

Dolphin Exam Table

PART Number : 7700

•  Stock Color: Sea Green and Gray
• Cushion: Dove Gray
• 53” L x 26” W x 33” H 
• 33” from floor to top of pad 
• Top: 55” L x 26” W x 4” H
• Foot Extension: 17” L x 15” W
• Weight: 100 lbs
• Weight Capacity: 500lbs
• Patented design 
• Limited lifetime warranty
• Shipping Weight: 250 lbs
• Shipping crate dimensions: 61” x 37” x 46”

PART Number : 4800

 Stock Color: Gray and Blue
• Cushion: Dove Gray
• 53” L x 26” W x 33” H
• 34” from floor to top of pad
• Top: 53” L x 26” W x 4” H
• Foot Extension: 17” L x 15” W
• Weight: 100 lbs
• Weight Capacity: 400lbs
• Patented design
• Limited lifetime warranty 
• Shipping Weight: 250 lbs
• Shipping crate dimensions: 61” x 37” x 46”

DOLPHIN
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Waiting Room 
Stools

Step Stone

Waiting Room – Stools

Step Stone 
for Pediatric Exam Tables

• Stock Color: Purple or Blue
• Cushion: Purple - Sea Blue
• Shipping Dimensions in crate: 50” x 21” x 54” H

PART    Number
Blue :     100200
Purple   100201

Our new line of stools engages patients as soon as they 
step into your office. The bright colors used in our de-
sign process are specifically chosen to be attractive and 
comforting.

Pedia Pals’ Step Stones are a high quality and field tested 
product that allows patients to feel comfortable in the doc-
tors office. Helps children to ”step up” onto the exam table.

Fun stone shape step stool for your Pedia Pals exam room.
Each stool is stabilized with a vinyl grip at the base.

Colors to match your exam table available. 
(Custom color charge applies)
Gray easy clean surface
Weighs only 7 lbs
400 lb capacity.
First step is 8” high and 
Second step is 16.25”
Dimensions: 15.25” W x 18” H x 16.25” L

Part           Number 
Gray            4100SS
Custom Color    41000SS- Custom Color
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Digital Infant 
Scale

Exam Table Digital Infant Scale

Exam Table Paper

Safely weigh infants in our tip-resistent scale. Fits in stardard 
Zoo Pals exam table drawer. Due to close proximity to the 
exam area it requires less movement for the infant and a 
streamlined process for recording an infant’s weight.

• Easy to Read Digital Display
• Weighs in Pounds and Kilograms
• Oversized, tip-resistant tray
• Lock-in weight
• Auto power off function
• Exceptionally sensitive and repeatable
• Fits in ZooPals standard table top drawer
• Operates on 4 “AA” batteries (included)

Part  Number: 100100

Our Pedia Pals exam table paper comes in two sizes and offers 
fun for kids with tic-tac-toe and animal shapes. 

Pedia Pals, Pediatric Exam Table Paper is a great addition to all 
Zoo Pals. The added fun of games and coloring aids in putting 
children at ease. 

• 125 feet per roll
• 12 rolls per Case
• 18 inch and 21 inch rolls
• Child friendly exam table paper
• Fits all exam tables
• Durable crepe paper
• Includes ruler marked in inches and centimeters
• Fun for kids, with tic-tac-toe and animal shapes perfect 
   for coloring (Coloring supplies not included)
• Lots of space for evaluating a patient’s cognitive skills

Exam Table 
Paper Part   Number

18” Paper  49005
21” Paper  47344
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ENVIRONMENT PACKS

Pedia Pals environment packs are a great 
and easy way to design themed clinic or 
exam room. With wall decals, childcare kits 
and our famous ZooPals exam tables you 
are sure to impress new and existing 
patients, parents, and clinical staff. 

We offer more than 8 different themed 
environments to choose from including 
dinosaurs, underwater landscapes, tropical 
settings, and many more. 

This variety allows returning patients to be 
entertained time and time again.

Environment Pack     Part Number

Hippo Environment Pack   600014
Dino Environment Pack  600015
Elephant Environment Pack  600016
Lion Environment Pack  600017
Polar Bear Environment Pack 600018
Puppy Environment Pack  600011
Dolphins Environment Pack  600012
Turtle Environment Pack  600013
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ELLY
ELEPHANT

Elly Elephant Otoscope Attachment
Pedia Pals’ Otoscope attachment is a high quality and eye catching product. 
“Elly” dramatically changes the appearance of the otoscope. Easy installation 
takes seconds. “Elly” is able to minimize discomfort for anxious patients within 
seconds.

• Attaches to most common Otoscope models
• Elephant face comes with 10 disposable otoscope tips
• Available in friction fit and notched styles
• Elephant easily twists on and off
• 2” wide x 1 1/2” tall

NOTE: Requires Pedia Pals Disposable Otoscope Tips (otoscope not included)

Specifications:
• ABS plastic construction 
• Non-toxic hand-painted decoration 
• Standard tip length with no obstruction of view

Otoscope Attachment - Elephant (W/A Operating)   100002
Otoscope Attachment - Elephant (W/A Diagnostic) 100032
Otoscope Attachment - Elephant (Heine style)  100092
2.5mm Otoscope BLUE tip (bag of 250)   100022
4.0mm Otoscope BLUE tip (bag of 250)   100023

 Remember what
     Elly the Elephant says...

Part       Number
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Manual Mouse
Ophthalmoscope 

Attachment

Manual Mouse
Ophthalmoscope Attachment

Directions for Use & Care:

PART Number :  100055

Pedia Pals “Manuel Mouse” Ophthalmoscope Attachments are dura-
ble eye catching examination tools. “Manuel” distracts patients from 
the examination and gives them something  positive to focus on while 
the caregiver performs their exam.
 
The resulting environment is more familiar, comfortable and engaging 
– reducing patient anxiety by shifting the focus away from the exam-
ination and onto “Manuel”. This helps put patients at ease and allows 
caregivers to perform accurate and streamlined examinations. 

“Manuel Mouse” Ophthalmoscope Attachment - Back by Popular 
Demand!

• Easy to attach & detach
• Holds the child’s attention, easing exam
• Durable

Use : 
• Mouse attachment is to be installed on your Welch Allyn 
   Ophthalmoscope.
• Peel backing off of medical foam tape and attach black piece to 
   top of ophthalmoscope.
• Slide Manuel onto the glides located on the black attachment.
• Easy detachment allows caregiver to ask child to focus on 
  Manuel’s face as a distraction during examination
• Face easily detaches for examining adult patients. 

Care : 
• Replace glue strip if it becomes loose.

Cleaning : 
• Can be cleaned with soapy water or 
   Sani-cloth.
• Clean product after each use.
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Pediatric Head Circumference 
Measuring Tape

Pedia Pals Height Chart

Head Circumference 
Measuring Tape

Height 
Chart

Pedia Pals, Pediatric Head Circumference Measuring 
Tape is a high quality and expertly crafted product that 
allows patients to feel comfortable in the doctor’s 
office.  Pedia Pals, Pediatric Head Circumference Mea-
suring Tape was created to allow doctors to perform 
an exam in a more familiar, comfortable and engaging 
environment – reducing patient anxiety.

• Non-stretch, durable material
• 3 slot openings for one-handed measuring
• Chart on back to record exam results
• Metric and English increments on both sides

Specifications:
• Unique design
• 24” long
• Latex free

Pedia Pals’ 7’ Height Charts are a great addition to all 
clinics. The understated design of our black and white
Pedia Pals’ 7’ Height Charts make them great for use in 
any room. Perfect for in-home use or in a pediatrician’s 
office. Chart can be cut to fit on the back of any door. 

Tree Height Chart is great for matching our themes or 
an added touch of flair in any office.

• 7’ Height Chart
• White with Black Lettering 
• Easy Clean Vinyl applies to 
  any surface
• 3” width

Part                                            Number
Black and White 7’ Height Chart         100104
Tree Height Chart                    100108
(includes height chart and decals)

PART Number: 100050 
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Reflex Hammers

REFLEX 
HAMMERS

Our reflex hammers are designed to be balanced and ef-
fective and are custom molded into different animals. Our 
reflex hammers come with a clip, so that you can easily 
attach it to any pocket, making it a hands free accessory.

• Pedia Pals Dino Reflex Hammer pleasantly surprises a child by peeking 
   out of the doctor’s or nurse’s pocket
• Pedia Pals Dino Reflex Hammer gives patients a “kiss on the knee” 
• Balance, durability, and weight match the quality and performance 
  standards set by industry leaders 
• Integrated internal stiffener for strength and overall rigidity
• Pocket clip made of strong, durable polypropylene
• Patented engineering and design

Specifications

• 7 1/2” long ergonomic design
• Soft PVC molded
• Non-toxic hand painted decoration
• Certified Latex free

Dino
Part #100005

Jamaal
Part #100004

Parrot
Part #100009

Zebra
Part #100008
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Nasal Syringe

Nasal Syringe
Pedia Pals’ nasal syringes are unique and eye-catching 
products. Pedia Pals’ nasal syringes are created to allow 
doctors to perform a nasal exam with more comfort and 
ease to both the patient and the provider. 

The “Elly” Nasal Syringe so easy to use it is a great tool for 
parents at home or caregivers in the office.

• Soft rounded tip for comfort
• More fun than typical syringes - puts children at ease
• Washable and durable
• Sterilize with Isopropyl Alcohol after each use

Specifications:
• 2” bulb with a 1 3/4” soft, tapered tip
• 3 oz. size
• Non-toxic hand painted decoration 
• Made with soft Rotocast PVC 
• One-piece molded construction

Color Part# 
Blue 100015
Pink 100034
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Retractimal ID & 
Security Badge

Retractimal ID & Security Badge
Choose from a variety of fun animals to display your nametag or 
security badge. Each Retractimal comes with a hands free clip and 
extendable cord for ease of use.

• Universal Alligator clip
• Securely holds ID badges and keys
• Durable cord retracts up to 26”

Specifications:
• Approximate size: 2” W X 2” L
• ABS plastic construction
• Latex free

Elephant
Part #100088

Panda
Part #100142

Brown Dog
Part #100106

Gator
Part #100143

White Cat
Part #100107

Dalmation Dog
Part #100140

Chimp
Part #100089
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Stethoscope ID Tag
Our expertly crafted, custom stethoscope ID-Tags provide another 
way to redirect an uneasy patient. They are designed with images 
of smiling, friendly animals in bright colors. Pedia Pals ID-Tags fit all 
sizes of stethoscopes. Whether used as a stand alone product or 
with other products from our line, our stethoscope ID-Tags are a 
great addition to all pediatric offices.

• Several fun animal designs
• Easily fits around the tubing of any stethoscope 
• Includes insert for smaller tubing
• Includes name tag

Specifications:
• 1” W X 2” L
• Made with ABS plastic
• Latex free

Stethoscope 
ID-TAG

Elephant ID Tag
PART Number : #100074

Monkey ID Tag
PART Number : #100076

Mouse ID Tag
PART Number : #100077
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Lion
Part #100090-0

Cow
Part #100065 Bear

Part #100069

Dinosarus
Part #100091-0

Monkey
Part #100061

Tiger
Part #100067-0

Elephant
Part #100060

Dalmatian
Part #100066-0

Stethoscope
CoversStethoscope Covers

Pedia Pals’ stethoscope covers now include a 
wide assortment of animals. For all pediatric 
and children’s hospital settings.  Wear your 
favorite animal around your neck with your 
favorite stethoscope. Capture the attention 
of fidgety patients with our wide variety of 
friendly animals.  Pedia Pals stethoscope 
covers fit all sizes!

Item  Part#
Elephant  100060
Lion  100090-0
Dinosarus  100091-0
Dalmatian  100066-0
Monkey  100061
Tiger  100067-0
Cow  100065
Bear  100069
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Blood Pressure
Bladder

Blood Pressure
Cuffs

Blood Pressure Kit
“Benjamin” Bear Blood Pressure Kit

“Benjamin” Bear

Blood Pressure Bladder

Blood Pressure Cuffs

Bear Bulb

Pedia Pals’ blood pressure kits comfort patients 
by giving the children a “BEAR HUG” while taking 
vital signs.  Benjamin Bear and his two big paws 
simply wrap around the cuff for every child to ap-
preciate.  The bulb, also Benjamin Bear shaped, 
offers reassurance for children who are nervous 
in the exam room. The cuffs are available  in two 
convenient sizes.

Infant Kit  100049 

Infant   100071 

Infant  100047

Child Kit  100048

Child  100070

Child Kit  100013

Bulb  100024

Item  Part#

Part  Number

Part  Number

Part  Number
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Pedia Pals products are designed 

to make pediatric offices more kid 

friendly.
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“Keeping a little patient from being 

a little impatient!”
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CHILD CARE
KIT PACK

Child Care Kit
Pedia Pals Child Care Kits are designed with clinics in mind. Each kit 
comes complete with diagnostic tools, a custom reflex hammer and 
both sizes of the “Benjamin” Bear Blood Pressure Kit. The Child Care 
Kit is packed with value and the easiest way to quickly transform a 
patients experience.

** Substitutions may apply 

Child Care Kit Includes:

(2)     Benjamin Bear Blood Pressure Kits: One Child, One Infant
(1)     Tiger or Lion Stethoscope Cover **
(1)     Dino Reflex Hammer
(1)     Otoscope Attachment Diagnostic/Notched
(250) 2.5mm Disposable Otoscope Tips
(250) 4.0mm Disposable Otoscope Tips
(10)   Head Circumference Measuring Tapes
(2)     Retractimals: Brown Dog, Elephant**
(1)     Pedia Pals Duffel BagPart #600002
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Clinic Kit Starter Pack
Pedia Pals, Clinic Kit Starter Packs are a great addition 
to a new or existing pediatric office as part of a renova-
tion. Clinc Kit Starter Packs are packed with value just 
like our Child Care Kits. Each kit includes everything a 
clinic needs to take vitals and start diagnostics on a pa-
tient with the added bonus of our kid friendly designs.

*   Instruments not included
** Substitutions may apply 

Clinic Kit Includes:

(2)     Benjamin Bear Blood Pressure Kits: One Child, One Infant
(1)     Tiger or Lion Stethoscope Cover **
(1)     Jamaal Giraffe Reflex Hammer
(1)    Manuel Mouse Ophthalmoscope Attachment 
         (for a limited time only)
(2)    “Elly” Elephant Nasal Syringes: One Pink, One Blue
(1)    “Elly” Elephant Otoscope Attachments: Diagnostic
(500)Disposable Otoscope Tips: (250) -2.5mm, (250) -4.0mm
(10)  Head Circumference Measuring Tapes
(5)    Retractimals: Elephant, Monkey, Panda, White Cat, Dalmatian**
(3)    Stethoscope ID Tags: Elephant, Monkey, Mouse**
(1)    Pedia Pals Duffel Bag

CLINIC KIT
STARTER PACK

Part #600100
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Part # 6CC913
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Pedia Pals offers devices to

facilitate a calming environment for 

pediatricians, patients and parents.
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Clown
Wastebasket

Chairs & 
Benches

Clown Wastebasket

Waiting Room Chairs & Benches
Pedia Pals’ Tree Stump and Stone Bench are a great addition to 
waiting rooms. Our textured benches transform a waiting room 
from ordinary to extraordinary. They are are perfect compliment 
to Pedia Pals’ custom themes.

Pedia Pals also provides a more compact option with our tex-
tured vertical Tree Stump Chair.

Dino chairs are a colorful and great opportunity for kids to use 
thier imagination while waiting to be seen.

PART         Number 
Tree Stump Chair (Vertical)        100303
Tree Stump Bench (Horizontal)    100302 
Stone Bench (Horizontal)        100304
Dino Chair (Blue)          100200
Dino Chair (Purple)         100201
   

PART Number : 100301

• Stock Color: color displayed
(If you want special color, please contact us.)
• Shipping Dimensions in crate: 34” x 32” x 54” H

Keep your office clean in style! A simple way to add some 
fun to any room. Each wastebasket is made to order with 
custom color options available.

The Cute Clown Wastebasket  bin in the waiting room helps 
your office clean.

Easy emptying
Glossy, 
Cleanable Surface
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Pedia Pals catheter wraps are both soft and functional. These cath wraps 
will completely wrap the infant fully coverng the catheter as well as provid-
ng a pouch for tubing. The cath wrap is more visually appealing to parents 
during an already stressful time. The cath wrap is also so much gentler on 
an infant as well as providing greater nurse accessibility. For references, 
please contact FAIRVIEW HEALTH and MINNESOTA CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

Without Pedia Pals CathWrap
Treatment with a catheter is uncomfortable, at risk of infection,
and can require surgical reinsertion

With Pedia Pals CathWrap
Catheter is comfortably out of harm’s way during dally wear, yet easy to access when necessary

Extra tape required to secure 
catheter to sensitive skin

Exposed portion of catheter is 
unsecured

Takes more time to put in place securely

Can lead to skin irritation or tape burn Dis-
comfort causes patient to scratch near  exit 
site area

Catheter can be pulled out, requiring surgical 
reinsertion

Tugging the catheter near the exit site dress-
ing can increase the risk of infection

Tape against skin is minimized

Catheter loop is secured in a comfortable pocket 
enclosure

Dressing is protected  around exit site areai minimiz-
ing rsk of nfection risk.

Catheter lumens can be removed easily from pocket 
for IV treatments

Designed to improve a patient’s day-to-day comfort and care 
during extended treatment with a catheter for IV medication 
or feeding tubes. When the patient is not at the hospital sig-
nificant risks can be reduced by using the CathWrap.

Specifications
 
• Breathable neutral fabric ensures comfort
• Protects catheter and dressing around site area
• Easy access to catheter and lumens as needed
• Hook & Loop fasteners
• Machine washable / dryable
• Less skin irritation from tape burn

CATH WRAP

PART Number
Small   6CC913
Medium  100149
Large  100150
X-Large  X-Lar51
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Stool (3508) Stool (3507)
• Leatherette
• Chrome leg

•Leatherette
• Plastic Leg

STOOL
(3508)

STOOL 
(3507)

Part # 3508 Part #3507

Chairs feature easy to clean leatherette cushion with adjustable 
height settings. Available in two styles (see above).
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Children are the future, and their physical and 
mental development and well-being are very 
important. 

In pediatric and hospital clinics, it is essential for 
children to be unafraid of their environment and 
the medical instruments used during the exam-
ination process and treatment. Our goal is to 
eliminate children’s anxiety when going to the 
doctor and to foster the best doctor-patient 
relationship. 

Pedia Pals’ products enable providers to foster 
a calming environment and ensure that children 
feel more relaxed and at ease at their doctor’s 
office.
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New Custom Projects
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New Custom Projects

CONTACT US

PEDIA PALS
230 Grider St.
Buffalo, NY 14215
USA Phone +1-888-733-4272

Email: service@pediapals.com

We invite you to visit our website 
for details and to place an order.
www.pediapals.com
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Pedia  Pals

+1-888-733-4272

www.pediapals.com

230 Grider St. 
Buffalo NY 14215, USA

service@pediapals.com
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